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ON REPRESENTATION THEOREMS FOR OBSERVABLES IN WEAKLY COMPLEMENTED POSETS
In this note, we present a generalization of a representation lemma for tr-homomorphisms on quantum logics ( [1] ) to cr-homomorphisms on weakly orthocomplemented cr-posets. As a special case we obtain also a representation lemma in F-
quantum spaces ([2],[3]). This result enables us to prove a
variant of the ergodic theorem in F-quantum spaces ([4] , [5] )
and probably some other limit theorems, too ([7] ).
We shall work with a special kind of partially ordered sets. These posets were studied, e.g. in [13] .
We note that for every aeM we have a' =a'" . Indeed, since asa", then a'sa'" and (a')s(a')". Analogically, we may show that {a«M : a=a"> = {b' : beM>.
Two elements a,b from M are orthogonal and we write aib if asb' .
Examples. 1. Every <r-logic L ([11]
, [12] ) satisfies all the above conditions even of L is only a partially ordered set, not necessarily a lattice. (ii) A with respect to I,v, A,' »0 A »1 A is a Boolean cr-algebra in the sense of Sikorski [9] . 
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Then there is a Borel measurable napping T : R -> a, such that z(E) = y(T -1 (E)) for every EeB(R). Now we shall present a theorem which is in a certain sense a generalization of Theorem 1. It holds, in particular, in much more general topological spaces, of course, the observables y and z are assumed to satisfy some further conditions. Let us recall some facts from Boolean algebra theory.
Recall that a (a-) filter of a Boolean <r-algebra 8 of subsets of a set Y is a non-void subset Ass such that (i)
G n e,i ' n=1 f 2 f ( nfc l) implies (^\G n ej4; n (ii) if G£H, GeA; HeS, then HeJ.
A filter A is maximal iff it is a not proper of any proper filter of 8, or, equivalently, At A implies A c e«i.
A cr-algebra B is said to be <r-perfect, if any maximal cr-filter A of B is determined by some point teY, i.e. A = = {EeS : teE}, for some teY. Theorem 2. Let S be a cr-algebra of subsets of a set Y*e. Let M be a weakly orthocomplemented <r-poset. Then S is o-perfect iff, for any two c-homomorphisms y,z : B -» M such that y is injective and z(S)£y(S), there exists a S-measurable mapping T : Y -» Y, such that z = y«T~ .
Proof. Let B be a-perfect. For any tcY we define F^ = = {y(E) : teEeB} and G t = {G«B : z(G) € F t >. Due to the assumptions on y, G t is a maximal cr-filter of B, i.e., there exists some point T(t)€Y, say, such that G^ is determined by T(t). We claim to show that the mapping T : Y -• Y defined We prove that, due to (2), f is defined only in t Q . In fact, let x * XQ, then e = z({x}) = u({teX : g(t) = x}).
The injectivity of u implies {teX : g(t) = x} = a. Consequently, for our z and y (2) does not hold. Q.E.D.
Finally, we note that the above quoted example of PtSk [15] gives a cr-perfect cr-algebra in which (2) does not hold, consequently, the a-perfectness of a cr-algebra is not the sufficient condition in order (2) holds.
